For any two metric spaces (X, ift) and (Y, eft), we shall always assume that the distance between two points p , = (x., y ,) and p2 = (x2, y ) of the topological product X x Y is defined by p(pv p2) = (OAUj, *2))2 + (#yi, y2))2)M.
We shall denote the closure and the boundary of a given set Z by CI Z and Bd Z respectively. Define H to be the union of h(X x |fi?i) with all components of Eh(X x \d\) that meet h(X x \v, w\). Note that H is a connected set that contains h(X x \v, w\) and misses A(X x \c\). Thus A(X x \c\) does not separate h(X x if!) from A(X x \w\) in E . It follows that one element of \h(X x \v|), MX x Jtz'OI separates the other from MX x icS). We suppose without loss of generality that hiX x \v\) separates hiX x \w\) from h(X x \c\).
Since A(X x T) is a continuum in F -MX x \v\) that contains MX x \c\)
and MX x \w\), we have a contradiction. Hence Y is unicoherent when X is not unicoherent.
Lemma 2. // X z's a continuum that is not unicoherent and if every
proper subcontinuum of X is unicoherent, then X is not separated by any of its subcontinua.
Proof. Assume there is a continuum H in X such that X -B is not connected. Since X is not unicoherent, there exist continua E and F and nonempty disjoint closed sets A and B such that X = F U F and A u B = E n F.
The set F -E is connected; for otherwise, the closure of some compo- Define p. and p2 to be distinct points of S . Let U. and U be the components of S -\p p j. For z = 1 and 2, let y. be the collection consisting of all elements of ^ that lie in /~ (CI U.).
Note that for z = 1 and 2, there exists an uncountable subcollection Question. If a product of two continua is disk-like, must it be embeddable in E ?
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